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ABSTRACT 
The usual proof that the Hodge star operator on the Grassmann algebra is 
independent of the orthonormal basis used to define it requires a decomposition of 
the operator into a product of three maps, each of which is independent of the basis. 
The present note contains a very short proof of the result which depends on simple 
properties of the multiplication and induced inner product in the Grassmann algebra. 
Let V be an n-dimensional Euclidean space over R , //V the Grassmann 
algebra over V. The standard proof that the Hodge star operator *: 
//V+/\V is independent of the orthonormal (o.n.) basis used to define it 
requires that * be decomposed into a composition of three maps, each of 
which is independent of the basis [l, p. 1091. The present note contains a 
very short proof of the result which depends on two simple equalities in A V 
(Lemmas 1, 2). 
The product of two elements z, w E A V will be written ZAW. If 1 < m 
( n, 0,~ will denote the set of all n 
i 1 
sequences w of length m chosen 
from 1 , . . . ,n which satisfy w( 1) < * * * <t(m). Given a basis {e,, . . . ,e,,} of V, 
we will use the fact that the elements efi = eoojA * * * Ae+), w E Q,,, n, are a 
m 
basis of A V, the mth homogeneous component of A V [2, p. 971. If the basis 
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te 1,. . . ,e,,} is o.n., then * is defined in terms of this basis by 
*e*=(-1) 
S(W)+m(m+l)/z A 
0 e, , aEQm,w l<m<n-1; 
*elA-. * r\e,=l, 
and linear extension. Here s(o) = w(l) + . * * f w(m), and o’ is the sequence in 
Qn-m,n complementary to w. 
n---m 
LEMMA 1. Let l<rnm<n, wE A V. Thenz~w=OforallzEj;Vif 
and only if w = 0. 
Proof. Let {e 1,. . . ,e,} be a basis of V and write 
w= 2 a,eO, a,E R. 
aEQ,-,., 
If a E Qn-en, nr we compute that 
Thus a, =Oand w=O. . n 
LEMMA 2. Zf z, w E x V, then 
m*w=m!(z,w)eA, (1) 
where {e,,..., e,,} is the o.n. basis used to define *, eA= elA- . . Ae,,, and ( , ) 
is the induced inner product in AV [2, p. 1321. 
Proof. Both sides of (1) are bilinear in the pair z, w, so it suffices to 
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verify (1) for basis elements z= e$, w = ej’, a,/3 E Q,,, “: 
ZA*W = eaAA*epA 
=(-1) 
s(P)+m(m+l)/Z 
eaAA ep4 
= G2 e$, l&i! e$)eA ( 
= m!( eaA,ep^)eA 
= m!(z,w)eA. 
The fourth equality follows from the orthonormality of the tensors vim! e$, 
WEQIWW n 
THEOREM . The Hodge star operator is independent of the basis used to 
define it, i.e., if { eI, . . . ,e,} and { ul,. . . ,u,} are two ordered bases in the 
same orientation and *1 and *2 are the corresponding Hodge star operators, 
then *1 = *2. 
Proof. Since {e,, . . . ,e,} and { ur, . . . ,u,} are in the same orientation, 
e A = u A. We verify the equality of *i and *a on an arbitrary basis element 
4’y *E Qm, n. For any z E R V, we use Lemma 2 twice to obtain 
ZA* uA = m!(z,u$)eA 
1 w 
=m!(z,ufi)uA 
= z~*2u,A, 
and Lemma 1 implies *iufi = *au:. 
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